
What To Sew . . . And What NOT To Sew
Pattern Reviews #15 -- MEN’S CLOTHING#1

 If you are NEW to CC’s Pattern Reviews, “Where 
Have You Been?” No seriously, I don’t want to waste 
your time, so here is the SHORT, SHORT version of 
what we are trying to do here: We take patterns for 
Civil War Era clothing, sew them up, and comment 
on what we found. Too short?  Let me break it down 
for you: Lots of reenactors try sewing their own 
outfits for events, but how do you choose a pattern, 
how do you know what is easy, historically accurate, 
and won’t be a big waste of your time? THAT is what 
we are here for! Even non-sewers can benefit from 
the reviews because now they know what to look for 
when shopping at a sutler.
 I have assembled a crew I call my “Secret Sewer 
Society” (SSS for short) we are all reenactors who 
do our best to be historically accurate at events, and 
know just how hard it is to find a decent pattern if you 
are just starting out. We are here to help you along 
your path by sharing our experiences so you won’t 
waste your time on bad patterns (like we have in the 
past!). Each review we give you will be the brutally 
honest opinion of at least two SSS members. 

What specifically will the SSS reviews tell you?
Pros & Cons: any detail we think you’d need to know 
before buying the pattern. Plus little “notes” along the 
way to let you know what you can alter to make the 
pattern work better for you. 

Sewing Level: No sense buying a totally authentic 
pattern if you can’t understand the directions. Not 
everyone out there is a professional seamstresses, so 
we will categorize Beginner, Intermediate, Advanced. 

Sizing: Are the size charts accurate.  

Documentation: Are the patterns based on original 
garments or would they be categorized as costumes. 

Overall Satisfaction: We will rate each pattern  
 [ONE STAR]         Not worth your time
 [TWO STARS]      Not so great
 [THREE STARS]  Average
 [FOUR STARS]     Good
 [FIVE STARS]       GREAT!
  
 Do NOT forget that we are maintaining a strict 

policy here on reviewing men’s CIVILIAN clothing. 
We know lots of men have a military portrayal, but 
before and after their military careers all men were 
civilians, and it’s a category I believe is overlooked 
too often.
 November 2009: that was when my research for 
the civilian men articles started. I sent out a survey 
to fellow reenactors I knew asking what CIVILIAN 
MEN WORE. (I don’t have a man of my very own to 
dress, and needed to enlist the help of others to better 
prepare myself for these articles.) I sent the survey to 
every reenactor I knew, and asked them to forward 
it on to every reenactor THEY knew so we could 
disseminate the survey in a wide area. I asked every 
man to fill one out, and if the recipient was a woman 
would she please pass it along to her significant other 
to fill out. The responses from that survey and others 
I have subsequently sent out will be revealed in each 
article little by little.
 Here is a brief list of what you might want to add 
to the clothing trunk if you are going to be doing a 
civilian male impression:

MALE WORKING CLASS IMPRESSION
• 2 Drawers
• 2 Shirts
• 2 Pants/Trousers
• 1 Vest
• 2 Pairs Socks 
• Shoes or boots
• 1 Coat
• 1 Pair Braces (suspenders)
Some kind of hat for your head
For Cooler weather add another coat or cloak

MALE UPPER CLASS IMPRESSION
• 2 Drawers
• 2 Shirts
• 2 Pants/Trousers
• 1 Vest
• 2 Pairs Socks / Stockings
• Shoes or boots
• 1 Coat
• 1 cravat (silk)
• 1 Pair Braces (suspenders)
• Pair of gloves
Some kind of hat for your head



For Cooler weather add another coat or cloak
Accessories: Watch & chain; walking cane; cravat 
pin; cuff links.

	 *Note	that	I	have	not	defined	materials	for	these	
items.	 Trousers	 for	 instance	 can	 be	 wool	 in	 winter,	
linen	or	sheer	in	summer.
 Please note that this is just a basic list, some men 
pack more and others less. (Just like women)

 And now without any further commentary from lil’ 
ole me, look out pattern world . . . WE’RE BACK!!!

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
D R A W E R  T I P

The one tip we will give everyone out there with 
regards to drawers: choose the fabric wisely.

This is one garment you want to invest money in. A 
high thread count cotton is a much better investment 
now, than needing to make another “cheaper” pair 

next season.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

HOMESPUN
DRAWERS 

Average Cost: $9.00
Sewing Level: Intermediate

PROS:  Good directions. Read them thru 
one time before you begin construction 
just to be sure you understand all the steps.

CONS:  Our “beginner” sewer had some difficulty, 
which is why we are suggesting reading the 
directions thru entirely “before” beginning.  

OVERALL SATISFACTION:   [THREE STARS]

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

GALLA ROCK
309 MEN’S CIVILIAN 
DRAWERS 

Average Cost: $13.00
Sewing Level: Intermediate

DESCRIPTION: These 
drawers have no slit in back, adjusting by buckle and 
tab, and have button cuffs at the bottom of the legs 

for closure. The originals were fully machine sewn 
with the exception of the following: buttonholes, 
waistband lining, and felling and/or over-casting of 
seams.

PROS:  Directions were easy to understand, but 
once again, please read them thru entirely before you 
begin sewing.

CONS:  Our male model that was a larger man 
thought a little more room was needed for the rear 
end.  

DOCUMENTATION:  This pattern comes from an 
original pair of under-drawers in a private collection. 
Pattern includes photos of the original pair.   

OVERALL SATISFACTION:   [THREE STARS] 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

PAST PATTERN
1800 MEN’S DRAWERS 

Average Cost: $14.00
Sewing Level: Beg/Int

PROS:  Good directions and 
even our beginner sewer thought the pattern went 
together easily. The pattern fit all our male models 
from our 5’2” larger man to our 6’3” stick man.

CONS:  The only “con” our sewers found was that 
their significant others wanted a second pair!

OVERALL SATISFACTION:   [FIVE STARS] 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
V E S T  T I P S

I am by no means a “vest” expert, but I asked 
professional seamstresses what to look for. Here are 
a few things to keep in mind to remain historically 

accurate on civilian vests:
• most agree there should only be two pockets in the 

front of the vest
• most agree the front should be pretty much straight 

across the bottom
• most agree the collar should go all the way around 

the back of the neck
(note	I	say	“most”	cause	there	are	always	differing	

opinions	when	it	comes	to	clothing)



* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

LAUGHING MOON MERCANTILE
#109 MEN’S FROCK COATS & VEST
(1850-1915)

Average Cost: $14.00
Sewing Level: Intermediate
(Vests only will be reviewed here; frock coat review 
will appear in a future article)

PROS:  Good directions and helpful hints are given 
in good detail on the tailoring process. If you go 
slowly and take it step at a time, these vests will go 
together easily and without problems. 
View B with two pockets seemed to be 
the preference of our sewers.

CONS:  This pattern is listed as 
intermediate, because our beginner 
sewer had extreme difficulty with understanding how 
everything went together. So if you are new, please 
read the instructions thoroughly BEFORE starting.

OVERALL SATISFACTION:   [THREE STARS] 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

PERIOD IMPRESSION
CIVILIAN VEST #741

Average Cost: $9.00
Sewing Level: Int/Adv

CONS:  It seemed our sewers had the most problems 
with this pattern. Between the collar and armholes 
this pattern needs a bit of altering so it is not advised 
for beginners.  
 The directions were confusing to our sewers, 
and required a second reading before beginning.  
Most have written on their pattern pieces further 
instructions in case they ever make this pattern again 
they won’t run into the same errors they did this 

time.
 One sewer felt the drawing did not match the 
pattern pieces that she made up. Pocket placement 
was an issue as well so fit it to your man before 
sewing the pockets in permanently.
 Our larger gentleman felt the armholes needed to 
be a bit wider, so we will suggest this for men with a 
size 40+ waist. 
 One sewer suggests making a mock-up on 
cheaper fabric first and making any alterations 
needed prior to cutting your more expensive fashion 
fabric. Her 46+ model needed more space in the 
armholes and a little more room under the arms. She 
added a 2” piece there and changed the number of 
buttons so there was less “gap” between the buttons 
and made her vest look more secure.

OVERALL SATISFACTION:   [TWO & A HALF 
STARS]  

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

GALLA ROCK
307 VEST PATTERN

Average Cost: $11.00
Sewing Level: Intermediate

DESCRIPTION:  Pattern contains 
photo details of a surviving original from an 
undisclosed museum. The standard pattern style used 
by both union and confederate uniform producers. 
9 button, 3 welt pockets, lined with buckle back for 
sizing adjustment.
*Note:	some	considered	this	a	military	vest,	but	one	
of	our	sewers	made	it	up	for	her	civilian	male,	so	we	
included	it	here.

PROS:  Directions were clear and easy to follow.

CONS:  Our 40+ model suggested larger armholes 
for this particular pattern and depending on the 
man’s stomach a little more of a curve allowance for 
the front.  

OVERALL SATISFACTION:   [THREE STARS] 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

PAST PATTERN
018 SINGLE-BREASTED SHAWL COLLAR



SUMMER WAISTCOAT

Average Cost: $18.00
Sewing Level: Intermediate

DESCRIPTION: Vest A has 
a notched collar and four welt 
pockets on the outside and two 
inside pockets at the breast. The collar is “laid on” 
and does not go all the way around the back of the 
neck.

Vest B has a shawl collar and two welt pockets. View 
B’s collar goes all the way around the back of the 
neck. The back of both vests has a cinch belt.

PROS:  Directions were clear and simple to follow 
along. Vest B was the preference for most of our 
sewers as Vest A was circa 1880 and Vest B had 
more of the “criteria” they were looking for.

CONS:  Once again our sewers found themselves 
making a second vest out of this pattern. Those who 
chose View A made View B and those who chose B 
made a second! 

DOCUMENTATION: Both the Double and Single 
Breasted Frock Coats and Vest A are exact copies of 
an antique frock and matching vest circa 1880. Vest 
B is a copy of a vest circa 1850. The silhouette of all 
garments are appropriate for the time period 1850-
1915.

OVERALL SATISFACTION:   
VIEW A: [FOUR STARS]  VIEW B: [FIVE STARS]

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

SIMPLICITY #5037
(OUT OF PRINT)

Average Cost: $16.95
Sewing Level: Beg/Int

PROS:  Directions were easy to 
follow. Everything went together 
easily and came out looking just 
like the pattern. 

OVERALL SATISFACTION:    
[THREE STARS] 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
 



PATTERN SPOTLIGHT
BEEP... BEEP... BEEP...
We interrupt our men’s civilian 
pattern review to bring you 
something special that I simply 
could not wait to share with 
you ladies out there!

KAYFIG
WINTER HOOD

Average Cost: $9.50
Sewing Level: Beg/Int

DESCRIPTION: The hood pattern is taken from 
an original full size pattern, published in Der Bazar, 
January 1860, as well as in La Mode Illustree the same 
month. The Bazar pattern had full sewing instructions, 
which have been translated and annotated. The same 
hood image appeared in Godey’s in 1860, but with 
an incorrect description and no pattern or instructions.
 This hood is lightweight and cosy - because of the 
cross-over closure at the neck, no cold can creep in 
to bother the wearer, and the large collar protects the 
shoulders well. The hood is made from light weight 
wool and lined in quilted silk. The trim consists of 
braid loops with tassels. The hood could also be made 
in water-proof silk to protect from wind and rain.
*NOTE:	The	directions	in	this	pattern	stay	true	to	the	
1860’s	directions.

PROS:  Directions are lengthy -- make sure you read 
them through entirely BEFORE starting the project. 
 Fabric selection is left up to the sewer, but we 
suggest a wadding that is pretty thick -- after all this 
hood is to keep you WARM.
 
CONS:  Directions are detailed & lengthy -- be careful 
to read each one so you don’t miss a step. The hood 
is quilted and some may just go out and buy quilted 
fabrics, some prefer to do it by hand, so some quilting 
skills will be necessary. 
 Be careful when doing the pleats, it is easier to 
pleat and pin twice than to stitch them in wrong.
 There was some confusion in the collar and 
instructions about right side to right side and turn...
but our sewers figured them all out.
 Also be careful one of our sewers had difficulty 
figuring out which pieces get lined with quilting and 
what didn’t because of the pictures in the instructions. 

The instructions didn’t show 
quilting on the back of the hood 
-- but they discovered the quilting 
did not show through to the 
fashion fabric, it was only quilted 
on the lining.

OVERALL SATISFACTION:
       [FOUR STARS]

DOCUMENTATION:
          Der Bazar, January 1860
(Translated	and	adapted	from	the	

German	by	K.	Gnagey.)

Notes about hoods for January 1860
 It seems that each year the hoods become more 
noticeable through increased size and elegance.  They 
become more important for the winter wardrobe.  
Such hoods, particularly elegant ones, are now almost 
always made from white cashmere with quilted silk 
lining and colored trim, which sometimes consists 
of soutache & tassels with gold accent.  Such an 
arrangement is shown in the following pattern of 
a Parisian original from the establishment of Th. 
Morgenstern in Berlin.

Pattern for a Hood with Large Collar
 Not only young readers will enjoy this hood as a 
suitable cover for their ball coiffures, but mature ladies 
too will appreciate the soft comfortable covering, 
where the attached overlapping collar provides 
particular protection.  The hood is made from white 
cashmere and lined with blue quilted silk, just as the 
collar and the turned back pieces at the front edge.  
The upper turnback is trimmed in a similar manner as 
the corners of the collar.
 This trim is made from wide blue silk braid 
arranged in the shape of a bow as shown on the pattern, 
tacked down flat and trimmed on both sides with a 
gold cord.  The shape of this bow pattern changes 
depending on the angle of the point; for instance the 
bows at the front point of the collar are narrower and 
placed higher than the bows on the other three points, 
such that the tassel which forms the end of the trim will 
completely hang over the edge for the wider corners. 
On the narrow corners the tassels are supported by 
the corners.  On the upper turnback of the hood the 
bow shape is quite a bit smaller than on the collar.  



The tassels are made from blue silk with a gold 
patterned head and attached with a little blue cord 
loop.

*************************************

The hood to the right is 
made of a heavy weight 
wool, with black tassels, 
and is lined with a gray 
cotton.

It closes at the neck with 
a single hook and eye, but 
also has silk ribbon ties on 
the inside.

From the back view you 
can plainly see that this 
hood not only covers your 
head, but your shoulders 
as well. The solid seam on 
the neck also prevents any 
cold air from creeping in 
the back side.

This next hood is not a  
“historically accurate” 
fabric.  This pattern may 
be a historical pattern, 
but it keeps 21st century 
heads warm just as easily 
as it kept 19th century 
heads warm in the cold 
winter weather! An avid 
“CHICAGO BEARS” 
fan is always in need of something to keep warm 
during those cold winter games. 

Which ever way you decide to use this pattern, 
rest assured it keeps the wind off your neck, and 
insulates your head well for those cold events.

FOR NON-SEWERS -- you can save yourself 
some hassle and purchase one of these great little 
hoods already made at: www.shop.originals-by-
kay.com

PATTERN SPOTLIGHT cont.


